INTRODUCTION
FOR SOME TIME it has been clear that higher order cohomology operations can be useful in studying homotopy problems. An outstanding instance is Adams' solution of Hopf's problem concerning the existence of elements of Hopf invariant one, by using stable secondary cohomology operations [I] .
Until now, secondary cohomology operations studied have been almost exclusively operations of one variable. (The Massey triple and n-ary products are exceptions.) This paper introduces and studies diagonal operations, a new class of secondary cohomology operations of several variables. If a is a member of the mod p Steenrod algebra dp, then the diagonal operation a, (~, x . . . x u,,) As usual, the statement that "x = y modulo Z", where Z is a subgroup of a group G, and x and y are elements or sets of elements of G, means that x and y are contained in the same coset of Z, called the indeterminacy. With this convention, (1.4) follows from the naturality of the cross product and the naturality of the functional operation a,.
For the next proposition, we recall the definitions of the Liusternik-Shnirel'man category and the weak category of a space. Let p : (X", T"X) -+ (Xc"), *) = (X"/T"X, a)
be the identification mapping which collapses T"X to a point.
DEFINITION (1.5).
cat X < n if and only if the diagonal mapping d of X is homotopic to a mapping d' : (X, *) -(X", T"X) with d'(X) c T"X. w cat X < n ifand onZy ifpd : (X, *) -(XC"', *) is homotopic to the constant mapping.
Clearly, w cat X S cat X. This definition of category and weak category reduces by one the values given by the classical definition ([2] , Definitions (2.1) and (2.2)).
PROPOSITION (1.6).
Zf ui E ZZqi(X, * ; Z,) such that a,(u, x . . . x uJ + 0 modulo the indeterminacy Im a + Im d*, then cat X 2 w cat X 2 n.
Proof. Since (X", T"X) has the same homotopy type as a CW-complex pair, p : (X", T"X) -(X@), *) induces isomorphisms on cohomology. Let w = p*-l(u, x . . . x u,) E H'(X("), *). Then if pd is homotopic to the constant mapping, we have a& x . . . x u,) = a,(p*w) = apd w = 0, modulo Im a + Im d*. Here we have used naturality of functional operations relative to the commutative diagram
Proposition (1.6) is a generalization to diagonal secondary operations of the theorem that, in a space of category less than n, any normal primary operation of n variables is identically zero ([15] , Remarks pp. 179-180).
$2. THE PETERSON-STEIN FORMULAS
Theorems (2.3) and (2.4) give two formulas very useful for computation with diagonal operations. These formulas are the analogues for diagonal operations of the formulas (6.1) and (6.3) of Peterson and Stein [12] .
Every cohomology operation a E &Zp satisfies a Cartan formula The proofs of (2.3) and (2.4) will be given in $6.
Note that the two formulas are approximately dual to each other. The indeterminacy of each is related to the domain of the other. Apparently this duality can be made precise and extended to the proofs, by using the concept of duality in an abelian category and a slightly different formulation of the theorems.
In order to treat some examples, consider a composition of mappings
By using mapping cylinders, if necessary, we may replace L and X by spaces of the same based homotopy type such that f and g become inclusions. We then have the commutative diagram
where G' and F' are inclusion mappings, h', h, and h" are identification mappings, and the second row is obtained from the first (up to homotopy type) by collapsing the subspaces. L uf cK is the space obtained by attaching the cone CK over K to L along the base K by identifying each point of K with its image underf. In many cases we may apply (2.3) to G, or (2.4) to F, to compute a,, in H*(Xu,,cK, *). Take a generator u E Hq(Sq u, E', * ; Z,), and let u = F*u. Then u u u + 0, and u uG u =l= 0. As in the preceding example, (2.3) yields G*a,(u X 14) = -U(ll UG U) + 0 + 0.
(The sum of cup products vanishes since all cup products in H*(S'-' u, Em, *) are zero, since r -1 is odd.) Applying (2.4) to this example is more difficult.
In $4, a space S3 u E7 with u E H3(S3 u E', * ; Z,) such that Sq& x u) + 0 will be constructed. This example cannot be treated by the above methods.
In the above examples, g + 0 holds since there is a non-zero functional cup product induced by g, and f + 0 since af + 0. Although f + 0 and g + 0 do not imply gf + 0, in these cases we may conclude that gf + 0 because of a non-vanishing functionalized diagonal operation induced by gf.
DEFINITION ( 
Hence if (ad)f(u x u) is non-empty
The proof is similar to the standard proof for primary cohomology operations. Now (2.10) and the computations of diagonal operations in Examples (2.7) and (2.8) show that in these cases gf+ 0. For Example (2.7), this conclusion is a special case of a theorem of Hilton ([6] , Theorem (A), p. 155) which states that g* : n*(S'-') + n,(Sq v Sq') is a monomorphism onto a direct summand. For Example (2.8), the conclusion that gf + 0 is classical when g is a fibre mapping, and in general it is included in a result of Serre ([I31 Proposition (5), p, 281). EXAMPLE (2.11). Let 0 =+ a E &p with deg a > 1. We shall construct a space with a, =t= 0. Take integers q and q', both greater than 1, such that r = q + q' > deg a. Under appropriate choice of u E Hq(Sq v Sq' ugM, *) and u' E Hq'(Sq v Sq ugM, *), u uG u' will be the fundamental class of M, and since deg a < r, a(u uG u') + 0. Now by applying (2.3) and dimension and naturality arguments, we get G*a,(u X U')= U(U UG U')+ 0 with zero indeterminacy.
The theorems and examples of this section could be modified to treat diagonal operations of more than two variables. However, by increasing the indeterminacy to include Im dz*, we may express a&, x . . . x u,,) as a binary diagonal operation, by the following proposition. A similar result obviously applies to any partition of the set of indices.
PROPOSITION (2.12). Let Ui
Proposition (2.12) can be used to generalize Examples (2.7) and (2.11) to n variables. Replace Sq v Sq' by a product of n spheres minus the interior of one top-dimensional cell in a CW-decomposition, and let g be the attaching map of the missing cell.
$3. TERNARY DIAGONAL OPERATIONS
We have just seen, in 1(2.12), that an n-ary diagonal operation u,~(u, x . . . x u") may be reduced to a binary diagonal operation adl((ul u . . . u Uj) x (Uj+l u . . . u u")), at the expense of increasing the indeterminacy to include Im d,*. Theorem (3.1) gives another way of reducing a ternary diagonal operation ads to an expression involving binary diagonal operations.
Let a E drQ,. Then (I satisfies a Cartan formula (2.1) THEOREM (3.1). Let ui E Hq'(X, *; Z$, i = 1,2, 3. Let J be a subset of Z. Assume The proof will be given at the end of $6.
We have stated (3.1) for the three variable case for greater clarity. A similar result holds more generally. Let ui E Hq'(X, * ; Z,), i = 1, . . ., n, xi qi = I, and let .Z be a subset of I. The proof of (3.2) is a straightforward generalization of that of (3.1), and is omitted.
As an application of (3.1), we consider sphere bundles over spheres with non-vanishing diagonal operations. Let B be a fibre bundle with base S" and fibre Sq, q > 1. James and Whitehead ([8] , 3.3) have given a decomposition of B as a CW-complex, B = E" u EQ u Em " E"'+q = S'i u Em u E"'+q where Sq is the fibre. Let u E Hq(B, *; Z,), such that u + 0 but u u u = 0. Let Pk E ~4, be a reduced power operation of degree m + 1 -2q > 0. Pk satisfies the Cartan formula (1.2). S" be the projection mapping, and let x be a generator of Hm(Sm, * ; Z,) . Then e*x generates H" (B, * ; Z,) and Pke*x = e*Pkx = 0.
COROLLARY (3.4). IfP,k( u x u) =j= 0, then cat B = w cat B = 3.
Proof. Since a point has category 0, and attaching a cell can increase the category of a space by at most one, cat B 5 3. However, by (3.3), P& x u x u) =I= 0, so by (1.6), cat B 2 w cat B 2 3. Hence cat B = w cat B = 3.
$4. GENERALIZED HOPF INVARIANT.54
Now we investigate the relationship of diagonal operations to generalized Hopf invariants. Since both of these invariants are used to study category, the existence of such a relationship is quite plausible. First, we review several generalized Hopf invariants. The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem (4.2). We retain the notation introduced for Definition (4.1) and for the statement of Theorem (4.2). We postpone the proof of the Lemma for the moment. Proof of Theorem (4.2). We shall apply naturality in the homotopy-commutative diagram (Sm, *) 2
In this diagram, g' is the mapping which collapses S'"-'. Clearly the first square homotopycommutes. The second and third squares homotopy-commute by Lemma (4.6) and (4.9, respectively. Note that g* = k'* k*-lg'*. N ow, by naturality in the diagram, We need the following subsidiary lemmas:
LEMMA (4.7). Figure 1 is a commutative diagram.
Proof. &a = ad; and aj: = d by naturality of a. jc2)h = h'j'j' : (9, *)2 + ( YC2), *). In the middle square, ?a = (1 -ii*pr,i* -i2*P2&.P = a(1 -i;*p;* -i;*p;*) = 8~'.
Finally, we show that (h'j')* y = (h'j'),. Since h'j' collapses T2 Y, (h'j'),i,', = 0. But then (h'j')*y' = (h'j')*(l-i;*p;* -i;*p;*) = (h'j'),.
LEMMA ( This completes the proof of Lemma (4.6) and hence of Theorem (4.2).
@. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF DIAGONAL OPERATIONS
This section studies elementary properties of diagonal operations concerning multilinearity, suspension, and composition with primary operations. We establish commutativity for the case n = 2, i = 1, since the proof in the general case is similar. Let X be a space with subspaces Ai, AZ, and A = A, u A,. Let ui E Hq*(X, A,), i = 1,2. There is a commutative diagram
where f permutes the two factors, and pi and pi are the projections. Now f*(u* x u1) = (f*P;*%) u (f*P;*u,) = (-l)q'q'p:u, up;u, = (-1)4'Q ui x uz.
Commutativity of ad now follows from the naturality and linearity of a,.
The question of stability of cohomology operations under suspension is important. The next proposition shows that diagonal operations are far from stable. Let a, a' E&~ and suppose that a satisfies the Cartan formula (2.1). Assume U, a E H*(X, *) such that u u u = 0, bju u cju = 0, and a'(bju x cju) = 0 for j E I. It is easy to check the indeterminacy.
Before proving (2.3) and (2.4), we need a formulation of the functional cup product different from the usual one. 
